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aerie: +17% for quarter, +23% for year

Aerie brand comparable sales rose 17% for the quarter, and 23% for
the full year ended January 28, 2017. Meanwhile, the lingerie division
of American Eagle Outfitters (AEO) revealed plans to expand the
Aerie brand from about 190 locations currently to 300 locations.
In the first phase of its expansion, Aerie reported it had opened 13
and closed eight stand alone shops in the last fiscal year, raising the
total to 102 by the end of January. It stated it was expecting to open
15 more in fiscal 2017. Assuming no additional Aerie closings in 2017,
the number of stand alone shops should rise to about 117 this year.
During fiscal 2016 Aerie also added 21 additional Aerie “side by
side” shops (which are part of existing American Eagle stores and
are not normally counted as separate stores), raising the total from
67 to 88. (70 of the shops are in the U.S. and nine each are in Canada
and Mexico).
In the conference call with analysts to discuss the most recent
financial results, Jen Foyle, Aerie global brand president, declared,
referring to the 190 current Aerie locations: “We have seen the
opportunity to expand that number to 300 plus stores over time.”
American Eagle as a whole, which operates a combined total of
about 1050 apparel stores in all in North America, reported sales
rose during fiscal 2016 to $3.610 billion, up from $3.522 billion in the
year ended January 30, 2016. Net income from continuing operations slipped to $212.4 million from $213.3 the year before.
The recent addition of stand alone Aerie stores and “side by side”
shops, represents a dramatic change in strategy for American Eagle.
At the end of fiscal 2011 it was operating 158 stand alone Aerie shops
before embarking on a series of steady closings which reduced the
total to just 91 as of the end of the second quarter of 2016. It was
compelled to reverse itself and start opening the new, smaller, redesigned Aerie stand alone shops because, as Jen Foyle noted in a different conference call at the end of 2015, the company, at some point,
discovered “that 90% of our customers are acquired through brick
and mortar stores.”
In addition to more stores, Aerie is looking to expand into new,
untouched sections of the country. “We have recently expanded into
new markets with openings in Denver and Hawaii. In addition, our
temporary location in SoHo has been generating extremely positive
results,” said Foyle. At the end of 2016 she had pointed out, the stand
alone stores had been “highly focused and concentrated” in just 11 states.
In the recent conference call, Foyle boasted the latest quarter,
“marked our 12th straight quarter of double-digit sales growth. We
saw a particular strength on the digital business as our customers
responded well to our dedicated online Aerie shop. I am also pleased
that we continue to attract new Aerie customers, adding a doubledigit increase to our customer file this quarter. By category, apparel
performed well, highlighted by our sports and yoga inspired lines
Chill. Play. Move., which launched earlier in the year. We are having
(Continued on page 6)
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us.” She added, “We have got pretty aggressive in that business prior to any competition
exiting the business and on top of getting
aggressive, we really” targeted one piece
bathing suits and “we really went after that
trend. And we have seen strong results in
that category.”
She pointed to success with the recent
launch of “Chill. Play. Move. That has been
an outstanding launch for us. We launched
back in September. And the innovation in
that category has been phenomenal. “ — NM
A complete transcript of the most recent
American Eagle conference call can be
found here: http://seekingalpha.com/
article/4051040-american-eagle-outfittersaeo-ceo-jay-schottenstein-q4-2016-resultsearnings-call-transcript?page=1

a lot of fun with this collection incorporating novelty along with lounge, yoga
and workout apparel”
Observers have attributed much of
Aerie’s recent success to its strong position in bralettes. And many other retailers and wholesalers have responded by
expanding in the sector. “Certainly, competition is getting fairly impressive in the
bralette category,” Foyle noted, but continued, “we are pretty strategic on how
we promote our business and we are
building promotions to be competitive.”
She also emphasized that the company
also sells shoppers a wide variety of other
intimates, “And the bralette business is
vs february stores -16%
really what adds a little fuel to the fire
Victoria’s Secret and Pink February compa(800) 888.1321
escante@escante.net rable store sales dropped 16%. When the
and excitement for the customer and we
consider that our fashion business.”
brands’ direct to consumer sales were
chose to exit. “We are really excited about the
During the call Foyle was asked about swim swim wear business,” she replied. “And in fact, include, the decline was also 16%.
wear, a category that Victoria’s Secret recently that business has been a growth category for
(Continued on page 8)
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This comes after a 4% decline for those comparable stores in
January (and a 10% decline when the results for its direct business
were added in).
One major difference is that the
retailer was utilizing its famous
print catalog early
last year, before
dropping it in the
spring of 2016.
Meanwhile, parent company L
Brands “reported
net sales of $765.5
million for the fourweek period ended
February 25, 2017,
a decrease of 10%
compared to net
sales of $849.3 million for the fourweek period ended
February 27, 2016.
Comparable sales
for the four weeks
ended February 25,
2017, decreased
13%. For February,
the exit of the swim and apparel categories had a negative impact of 6
percentage points and 8 percentage points to total company and
Victoria’s Secret comparable sales, respectively.” — NM

pvh: q4 2016 income down 25%

PVH is becoming far less dependent on the U.S. in general and our
department stores in particular, while focusing ever more heavily on
its two key brands, Calvin Klein and Tommy Hilfiger. At the same
time, internet sales have become its fastest growing segment, and
underwear is still a prominent component.
Such is clear from the company’s recent financial report for 2016,
comments in the accompanying conference call, and its recent acquisition of the internet lingerie retailer, True & Co.
Overall, PVH, which produces a wide variety of men’s, women’s
and kids apparel, in addition to owning several lingerie and underwear brands, reported a 25% drop in net income on slightly lower
sales for the fourth quarter ended January 29, 2017. For the three
(Continued on page 10)
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months, the company earned
$100.5 million on total revenue of $2.108 billion compared to net income of $134.2
million on revenue of $2.113
billion for the quarter ended
January 31, 2016. For the full
year, the company earned
$548.7 million on total revenue of $8.203 billion, compared to $572.4 million on
revenue of $8.020 in 2015.
In the conference call to
discuss the results, Emanuel
Chirico, chairman and
CEO, noted that “Calvin
Klein underwear continue to experience
strong global momentum, particularly in
women’s and we believe that significant
white space still remains.” He added, “our
spring 2017 wholesale order book is up about

10
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20% and I’m very pleased to report that our
fall 2017 order book is up north of 25%. The
strength of the business across all distribution channels is coming from all major markets across all product categories, with an
acceleration in both jeans and the underwear

categories.”
Speaking about the acquisition of True
& Co., which occurred shortly before the
quarterly financial release, the CEO
explained, the retailer is “a relatively
small business today. What it provides us
is with the platform and expertise particularly from a data mining point of view
with the consumer. And we’re really
going to use it as a laboratory to understand that business better. We believe we
can grow the True brand globally effectively given our intimate expertise both
from a logistics and sourcing point of
view. I think they were lacking in those
capabilities, but clearly had great capabilities from a digital point of view. So
we’re going to have to see how it all plays
out, it’s a relatively small acquisition for
us, but it could be a very exciting acquisition as we go forward.”
What is particularly interesting about the
True & Co. purchase is the growing importance Chirico now places on his own direct
(Continued on page 11)
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internet sales to consumers. Even recently,
Chirico had seemed to downplay this. For
example, in a conference call last summer,
Chirico declared, “I think competitors, whoever they are, have much bigger direct
e-commerce sites than we have. We have
made the strategic decision to partner with
our department store customers to really
expand their e-commerce businesses to make
investments on their platforms, that our
brands are well-positioned not only in their
brick and mortar stores but also in their
e-commerce sites.” Now he has acquired a
prominent e-commerce site of his own.
The obvious reason for the change is that
the “digital channel” now accounts for “about
$1 billion” in retail sales, and in both the
fourth quarter and full year, generated “revenue growth in excess of 20%. And this channel continues to be our fastest growing distribution channel.”
“This acquisition will enable us to further
participate in this fast growing online channel and provides a platform to increase innovation data driven decisions and speed in the
way we see -- we serve our consumers. We
believe that over time we will also be able to
leverage the mindset and expertise of this
model across our other apparel businesses.”
Speaking about other aspects of the company’s business, Chirico noted that while the
company’s U.S. outlet stores have begun to
“stabilize a bit,” “our international business
continues to outpace our domestic growth,
which is further diversifying our revenue and
earning streams. We believe this trend will
only continue to accelerate in 2017.”
In the conference call Chirico further
emphasized the international aspects of the
company. “Today 50% of our revenues are
outside the United States, I think that’s
larger than just about every other major
U.S. apparel maker. I think it’s critical as we
go forward to continue to fuel that growth
and we’re seeing that growth in Europe and
Asia really accelerating. As we’ve made the
investments over the last two years to really
grow that business and those business are by

far are highest operating margin businesses.” He added, that
compared “against
Advisor to
the major players in
Cortland
Foundations
the U.S. market, I
in its recent acquisition by
think we are significantly more diversiRago Foundations, LLC
fied both from a sales
718-676-4444 · Nick@fmmg.com / Nick.Monjo@gmail.com
and an earnings point
of view geographicalfactor in off price and your own retail and
ly with 50% of our sales occurring outside the Amazon in the U.S. is that a fair characterU.S. and more than 50% probably close to ization?” And Chirico replied, “Okay. But
60% of our profits outside the U.S.”
we don’t get into all of that, but you are
The conference call also touched on PVH’s pretty close, I don’t think it’s over that far off.
declining reliance on U.S. department So I think that’s a reasonable perspective
stores. One analyst asked Chirico about this: when you look at it.” Elsewhere the CEO
“Is it fair to say the department store penetra- noted, “The department store sector in
(Continued on page 12)
tion is at or below 20%, I mean when you
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North America, in the United States in
particular, it’s very important to us and it’s
the highly profitable channel. And those
retailers are great strategic partners as we
work together. But I think it’s pretty clear
that over the last seven years we’ve done a lot
to significantly diversify our business model.”
Chirico also pointed out that “the challenges that we’re facing in brick and mortar

in the United States has to do with there is
too many stores.” He stated that in Europe
and “in Asia even to a greater extent is the
level of retail square footage on a per capita
basis is just significantly lower, 50% lower
than it is in the United States.”
In Europe, “the retail landscape, particularly on the department store side and specialty multi-brand stores, it’s just much more
fragmented than in the United States.” He
continued, “There is no pan-European
department store, it’s really regional department stores most times country specific.” He
concluded, “our top 20 retailers in Europe
represent about 30% of the business, our top
10 retailers in the United States represent
90% of the business, just to give you a frame
of reference.” — NM
The complete transcript of the conference
call can be found here: https://seekingalpha.
com/article/4057528-pvhs-pvh-ceo-mannychirico-q4-2016-results-earnings-calltranscript?page=1

rigby & peller down 30%

12

The sales decline at the Rigby & Peller
(formerly Intimacy) stores in the U.S.
approached 30% in 2016 according to parent
company Van de Velde.
The Belgium-based firm reported a
“decrease in retail turnover in the U.S. on a
comparable basis at constant exchange
rates by 20.2% (after closures of loss-making
stores: -29.9% and after exchange rates:
-29.7%).”
The number of Rigby & Peller stores in
the U.S. peaked at near 20 some years ago
under the Intimacy name. The count gradually shrank to 14 as of the fall of 2015, and
then to 10 as of September, 2016, where the
number remains today. The name was
changed to Rigby & Peller (Van de Velde
had acquired a majority stake in that brand
in 2011) in the fall of 2015.
Sales at Van de Velde as a whole slipped
slightly for the year while net income
plunged 18.1%. The company reported a
profit of € 33.6 million (about $35.6 million
at today’s exchange rates) on sales of €
206.6 (about $219 million) in 2016, compared to a profit of € 41.0 on sales of €
209.0 in 2015.

APRIL 2017 • BODY

Van de Velde owns the PrimaDonna,
Marie Jo and Andres Sarda lingerie and
swim brands as well as retail chains in
Europe. — NM

delta galil q4 sales +31%

Delta Galil’s bold purchase in 2016 of the
brands 7 For All Mankind, Splendid and
Ella Moss seems to be working out for the
company. Sales at Delta Galil increased 31%
in the fourth quarter of 2016, while net
(Continued on page 13)
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income rose 51%. For all of last year, sales
jumped 9% and profits rose 18%.
“During the year, we made the successful
acquisition of 7 For All Mankind, Splendid
and Ella Moss, reflecting our strategic
efforts to grow Delta Galil’s branded business and expand our global footprint,”
declared CEO Isaac Dabah. “These brands
further diversify our product offering and
distribution channels, while adding significant strength to our structure.”
By the numbers, Delta reported net
income in 2016 of $51,902,000 on sales of
$1,179,167,000 compared to $43,948,000 on
sales of $1,079,987,000 in 2015.
For the three months ended December 31,
2016, the company reported net income of
$18,547,000 on sales of $376,315,000 compared to earnings of $12,273,000 on sales of
$287,056,000 for the last three months of 2015.
“We are very pleased with our results for
2016, which concluded with a particularly
strong fourth quarter and reflected all-time
high sales, operating profit and cash flow.
Our diverse blend of business segments,
product categories and an expanded global
presence, along with our strategic efforts to
grow in areas such as branded products,
continue to drive both growth momentum
and balance. We remain committed to
investing in new products and resources to
drive sustained profitable growth and longterm shareholder value, and are focused on
attaining overall double digit EBITDA
growth in 2017 and beyond.”
Listing other achievements during the last
year, Dabah said, “We’ve upgraded our digital platform and increased our ecommerce
market share by selling to wholesale customers such as Amazon, Zalando, and Otto,
while elevating sales on our proprietary
Schiesser and Delta Israel websites. We also
launched a new advanced digital platform
for the 7 For All Mankind, Splendid and
Ella Moss brands.”
“Looking ahead, we remain committed to
investing in new products and resources to
drive sustained profitable growth and long-

term shareholder value and, with a strong
balance sheet and cash position, we have the
necessary financial resources to continue to
invest, innovate and grow.
Delta’s purchase of 7 For all Mankind,
Splendid and Ella Moss last year, brands
focused on sportswear, jeans and other
apparel, has created a broader mix of apparel
products and less of an overall concentration
on intimates and underwear.
An investor presentation supplied by the
company pointed to other significant shifts
at Delta. For example, in the fourth quarter
of 2016 the company’s branded business
made up 72% of its total and private label
28%, while in the same quarter in 2015, the
branded business was only 57% of the total
and private label 43%.
In the fourth quarter of 2016, the U.S.
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represented 55% of the company’s sales,
while it made up 53% of sales in the same
quarter a year earlier. Similarly, “upper tier”
apparel made up 54% of sales in the 2016
fourth quarter compared to 47% in the 2015
fourth quarter.
Looking ahead at the full year 2017, the
company predicted total sales will range
between $1.33 billion and $1.37 billion (representing 13% to 16% growth from last year),
and said it was expecting net income to
range between $50 and $52 million (a 6% to
10% increase over 2016). — NM

shapeez active growing

Since its launch by Shapeez in 2013, sales of
the Sportee sports bra have gradually risen
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to make it one of the company’s most successful products.
As a result of the Sportee’s success, the
company is now on the verge of creating a
complete active collection that will not only
offer additional color variations of the bra,
but of also a variety of related active products, including bottoms.
With the new gear expected to arrive later
this year, CFO David Berner discussed the
key reasons why the Sportee’s has been so
well received. “First, of course, there has
been a surge in consumer interest in exercise and active apparel, including sports
bras, in recent years. But it is also has
become a crowded market, with a million
choices. And what sets us apart — and has
been driving our success — are the key differences in design.”
To begin, the company’s sports bra incorporates the patented design concept, built
into all Shapeez bras, that eliminates the look of bulges and back
fat, while at the same time providing full bra support and slimming and shaping benefits. “No
other sports bra can offer these
popular benefits!”
“Second, the Sportee will fit a
customer better because it utilizes our proprietary fitting system
that measures cup sizes in half
inch increments.” (Instructions
and a full explanation of the system can be found on the company’s website: https://shapeez.
com/pages/sizing).
Next, the Sportee incorporates
a full underwire bra that is built
into the garment. “And our bra is
constructed of an all way stretch
fabric that moves with the wearer, while
also providing superior support. Support is
obviously a key component of a successful
sports bra.”
“Finally the Sportee includes a full coverage, tank style breathable mesh back,” concluded Berner.

14

Co-owner Staci Berner,
mailing to follow.
who create the overall
“This year we have a very
Shapeez concept as well
interesting
collection, with
Luxury Lingerie Beverly Hills
as designing the Sportee,
all of the things you expect
emphasize that “With a
to see from Mapalé, with a
sports bra, the need for a
variety of different groups”
correctly fitting bra is
began Angela E. Tobon,
amplified, because the
who with her husband
wearer is constantly movPablo, own the company.
ing. That’s why our sizing
The new catalog is well over
system — along with the
200 pages in length and
full back and bra support
complements a second catathat is incorporated into
log the company publishes
all of our bras — enables
in August.
us to provide a better
“We did a bigger line of
LIVE ELEGANT LOVE FOREVER
808-419-8715
sports bra.”
panties, with new lace patwww. evaeevae.com
In other news, Shapeez
terns, and with a small box
has just added a new indethat works very well in stores.
pendent sales rep for Quebec, Michelle This collection is designed for specialty stores
Brouillette. “She has already brought us and boutiques, and we have a display rack
several new customers,” said David Berner. which can go on the counter or can hang.”
Contact Michele Brouillette at 1569 Pere- The expanded line offers panties in four sizes
Lelievre, Quebec, QC G1M 1P2, 418-624- and most come in 10 different colors.
2083. Email: info@agencembrouillette.com
Also part of the new catalog is the Bright
.
Moments collection, a group of lingerie
styles featuring “lots of pastel colors, lilacs, teals, pinks. It is very
bright and fresh.” As has been with
previous catalogs, there is a “black
and white group that always sells
very well,” and a “sexier, darker,
more risqué group, Secret
Encounters. It has a lot of fishnet,
sparkle details, soft fabrics and a
lot of mesh.”
“We have our black light reactive
collection, of course,” continued
Tobon. “We place that in the
Sensual Glances group, with a lot
of bodysuits, rompers, more partyoriented fashions. It is very sexy,
very edgy, up to date. With a lot of
appliqué, hearts, stars, rainbows.”
“Then we have our dresses, both
very short mini-dresses, and also
mapalé: catalog
the longer length you see a lot now, that
Mapalé, the multifaceted lingerie, resort come just a little below the knee.” Also in
wear, dance, swim and active wear brand, is the new catalog is a section with “bedroom
about to launch a new spring 2017 catalog. costumes, done in a very feminine way, with
The official release is scheduled for the a lot of attention to detail, a lot of mesh and
Altitude Intimates show (April 2-4 at Planet see-through fabrics. Finally, there is a secHollywood in Las Vegas), with a national
(Continued on page 15)
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about boring… Caffe/ beige will give you
great look, yet will let you stay on the safe
side.” This bra comes with matching bikinis
and tangas.

“Curve NY was our first trade show. Our
main objective was to test the waters so to
speak, and to get a direct feedback from
retailers. We were pleasantly surprised at the
(Continued from page 14)
positive feedback we have received about the
tion where we put the top 20% of the styles
palmetta: new brand
product.”
from out previous collections.”
An interesting newcomer to the recent
A significant help in establishing the new
Overall, the executive said the latest collecCurve show in New York was Palmetta, an line will be Gordin’s five years of experience
tion draws influences from European, South
attractive brand produced in Russia and as a lingerie retailer with Romantika
American and American runways.
distributed out of the Chicago area.
Intimate Luxury north of Chicago, from
Tobon emphasized that the intimate
“Palmetta has been on the U.S. market 2008 to 2013. That high end store is now
apparel market is, in general, definitely gainsince 2016,” explained Kate Gordin, who closed, but she retains all of the knowledge
ing strength. “Already this year it is off to a
with her partner Ilya Poletaev, are launching of what works — and does not work — in the
better start than 2016 or even 2015. There is
the label in North America. “It’s been selling U.S. market. “We specialized in luxury
more excitement and more enthusiasm on
primarily in several Chicago boutiques as a European brands such as Lise Charmel,
the part of the stores.” She added, “The buytest drive.”
Aubade, Simone Perele, Maison Lejaby.”
ers seem to be genuinely looking forward to
Stores already carrying the lingerie include
“Eventually, the idea is to establish a distrithe Altitude show.”
G Boutique in Chicago and Posh Boutique bution company,” she said of her new venin Highland Park, IL.
ture. “We are often contacted by various
pauline sports bra
European brands that are interestFit Fully Yours has reported a
ed in entering the U.S. market.”
strong positive reaction to its
Of her expectations for the brand,
new Pauline Sport bra (style
Gordin continued, “Palmetta has 25
B9660). “This is a great sports
years of industry experience and is
The Revolutionary
bra that wicks moisture from the
No-Sew Alternative
recognized for its quality, fit, and
To Reduce & Alter
surface of your skin. The fabric
design elements at an price point
Bra Band Sizes
keeps you dry. This bra gives
that creates excitement. Palmetta is
you amazing control and comdedicated to supporting our retail
fort,” explained Anna Gladysz,
le
partners by not selling direct, not
ab
Adjust
- Fully
who with her husband owns the
Use
To
sy
selling to discounters, and not sell- Ea
Sizes
ble in 4
- Availa
s
brand. “Pauline is made with
at Color
ing online. I believe Palmetta has a
& 3 Gre
breathable light padding and a
Compression and
lot to offer to brick and mortar
performance blend of nylon and Post-Surgical by Wear Ease®
stores, that are not only challenged
www.wearease.com
elastane. The triple hook at the
with maintaining sales in the cur866.251.0076
back has a little cushion for betrent economy but also affected by
ter comfort. Front straps are
ever growing competition from
Contact us today to learn more about our wholesale
padded. The AJ-hook creates a
purchase information and becoming a retail partner!
online retailers.”
RixieClip@gmail.com 715-313-4004
racer-back for fuller range of
“The brand has a seven step qualmotion. Wires are very flexible
Founded in 1990 in Russia, the company ity control practice where literally every piece
to prevent digging in and flex with every
has “over 150 boutiques under the brand is checked by hand before it’s shipped out.
move. Also, wires have little cushions added
Palmetta and also sells to exclusive bou- The fabrics and lace are sourced from
to prevent any possible discomfort.”
tiques that are carefully selected in order to Europe. In other words, this is an estabThe Pauline Sport bra is available in black
maintain already established image for the lished brand with vast experience and great
with gray trim, and in sizes: 28 C-F; 32-40,
brand.” The U.S. and Russia are the only capabilities.”— NM
A-H; 42B-G and 44B-F. It comes with a
two countries currently selling the brand
matching boy short in sizes ranging from
according to Gordin.
size-inclusive babydoll
XS-XXXL. Gladysz noted that additional
Bras in the line wholesale for $24 to $45, A standout in Inspire Psyche Terry’s Spring/
colors will be available later in the year.
with a suggested retail price range of $49 to Summer 2017 lingerie collection is the
Also new in May for the company’s Nicole
$99. Panties wholesale for $9 to $28, with a Babydoll & Thong set, which has proved to
bra (style B2271) is “our new Caffe / brown
suggested retail price range of $18 to $56. be “wildly popular” according to the compacolor. This is your everyday bra but it gives
Chemises wholesale for $30 to $49 with a ny’s owner.
you a beautiful and feminine look. Forget
(Continued on page 16)
suggested retail price range of $60 to $98.
Patented
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The new size-inclusive line of Greekinspired lingerie and bras, “has already been
generating buzz from influencers and major
fashion publications with its mission to
inspire every woman across the world,”
according to Terry. A key reason is the
brand’s “fresh approach to crafting our
products which centers around the idea of
FIT: Fashion, Innovation, and Technique
to Inspire Her.”
“The Babydoll & Thong has been gaining
recognition thanks to its innovative design
and inclusive size range. Its wild popularity
can be attributed to not only its stylish look,
the playful fly away front and beautiful lace
detailing on the cups, but also because of its
comfortable and supportive construction.”
All of the SS/2017 lingerie pieces “incorporate built-in support by way of either
wrapped, bralette cups or soft bra cups with
medium-gauge underwire. The added support makes their pieces more versatile, giving women the freedom to wear them outside the bedroom, while still maintaining a
relaxed feel that’s comfortable enough to
wear all night long. The babydoll is no

exception, as it includes the signature builtin, wrapped bralette cups that brings the
chest in and up for more support than traditional lingerie, while the fully-adjustable
Slip Resistant bra straps prove to be sturdy
and add an extra boost to the relaxed set.”
“Super soft, slimming fabric and symmetry
and an equally comfortable mesh thong
panty completes the look that everyone’s
talking about, and that everyone can wear.
Perhaps one of the most notable innovations that the babydoll brings is its size
range of small through 4X, because Inspire
Psyche Terry believes that everyone
deserves to be inspired!”

parfait’s blog

Parfait has launched a new in-house blog,
“Continuing with its mission of female
empowerment and body positivity. It is
located on the web at: www.parfaitlingerie.
com/blog.
“The Parfait blog features 15-20 original
posts each month from a team of talented
contributing writers, housing feel-good
content categories ranging from bras and
lingerie to health and beauty, style to travel,
money to smart living,” according to a
spokesperson. “All content is underscored
by Parfait’s core mission to inspire, educate
and engage today’s no-limits woman
through female empowering, body-positive
messaging.”
“Content is indisputable in its ability to
positively or negatively impact the perspective of the consuming public. We’re thrilled
to now be able to offer our own original
channel of smart, empowering content to
positively influence our fans, friends and followers,” according to Kristoffer Cardona,
marketing manager at Parfait.
“Committed to realistic expectations
when it comes to body shape and size, the
blog’s imagery aligns with Parfait’s sizeinclusive social media channels, portraying
women from petite to curvy.” Recent posts
include “A Brief History of Women’s
Rights,” “Don’t Lose Weight - Gain
Health,” “How to Prepare For A Boudoir
Photo Shoot,” “A Letter to My 15 Year-Old
Self,” “Top 5 Bra Styles For Women With

Big Boobs,” “Find Your Bra Sister Size
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With Our Simple Chart,” and “Why Every

Woman Should Get a Professional Bra
Fitting.” “It’s an honor to partner with
strong women that are making a difference

in this world, like our contributing wellness
writer, Krystal Gordon,” said Cardona.

“She took her first bikini selfie last year at
age 31 to prove that there is no certain body
type to have a bikini body. Readers can read
up on her lifestyle practices on the blog
twice a week.”

royce: next generation

The next generation at family-owned Royce
Lingerie has “joined the business and is
preparing to take the helm,” according to a
company release.
The British wire free bra specialist was
founded by Bob and Jane Fleming in 1991,
and as they “start to think about taking a
step back, their son Richard (34) and
daughter Francesca (31)” are now working
at the firm. Francesca joined as business
development manager, focusing on marketing, communications and growing export
business. Richard took on the role of operations manager and is working to streamline
systems and processes both internally and
externally.
“Joining Royce this year has been an exciting development for me personally and for
the business,” declared Francesca. “The timing is perfect as my brother and I both felt
that we had gained lots of valuable experience elsewhere across Europe and wanted
to bring these skills back to Royce. It feels
like a real landmark too, as we celebrated
Royce’s 25th anniversary last year.”
“Visiting Curve NY at the end of February
was so exciting and not just because I got to
visit NYC. You can’t beat meeting customers face to face and talking to them about
our new products and innovations as well as
getting their thoughts on what we can do to
improve business even further.”
“Despite having much to learn within the
industry, Rich and I have had a bit of a head
start as Royce is already in our blood. We’re
really proud of what our parents have
achieved so far and want to carry this forward.” The complete Royce collection can
be seen at www.royce-lingerie.co.uk.
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event report

The February Las Vegas Shows 2017

The most recent round of trade shows
in Las Vegas in mid-February, taken
together, seemed busier and more
enthuisastic than some in the recent
past. Curve was positioned more
towards the center of the Mandalay

Billy Hunter and Nikki Tzimas
of Calvin Klein Underwear.

Bay exhibition hall, as were the
men’s underwear wholesalers. Both
of these moves meant their booths
were in a flow of pedestrian traffic;
and that flow did, indeed, seem to
translate into business. The same

Tolbert Yilmaz of Julie France, the Julie France
model and Rodrigo Cano of Julie France.

Wesley Bateman and Steve Lien of Underu4men with
Terresa Zimmerman of Wood Underwear.

Yoshihide Kimora of Oshmans Japan, Paula Alzate Vergara of
Unico Interior and Shinya Ishihara of Mondo Marketing.
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Nathalie and Sami Sert of Club Urban
with Dora O’Rorke of Rounderwear.

Stacey Gossman of the Gig Showroom with Eric
Crawford of Cupid Foundations.

Hikaru Takahasi of Belle Forme with Dennis Chen and Patricia Marquis of Nubra.

Rebecca Johnson of Bella Vous and
Rosita Yazditabar of Felina.

seemed to be true for the other shows
we also walked that week: Pool,
Project and WWIN. Busy. Over
the next six pages we include photographs of many of the wholsalers
and buyers we met working.

Sarah Konkel of Oh La La Cheri with
Michelle Rochman of Adore Me.

Mimi Desmond of Camouflage with Clancy Shak, Kaitlin
Joseph and Jennifer Briscoe of Cosabella.

Anya Dalka and Dan Kolar of Salt & Pepper
Boutique with Rob Gardner of Felina.
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James Connelly of Rainbow Road, Darrel Hopkins of Kingston Lounge, Kathy
Hawkins of Kingston Lounge and Trent Tosseth of Rainbow Road.

Jason Amirmajdi of Le Bra Lingerie with
Tiziano De Franco of Jolidon.

Cynthia Adams of Parfait and Hikaru
Takahasi of Belle Forme.

Nina Halls of Ardor Boutique with Eric Crawford of Cupid Foundations.

Ivana Nonnis of Maison Lejaby and Katherine Nguyen of Revolve Clothing.
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Christina Conquergood and Robin Molyneaux of Midnight Magic
Lingerie working with their rep from Saxx.

Mark Lawrence of Libertybelle with Richard Van
Rossem of Brands 2 Connect.

Juan Gutierrez, Rina Mackenzie and Soraya Garfield of Brabar
with Fred Wells of Aubade.

Carolina Piedrahita of Silk & Soul, Jillian Berry of Sweek Cheeks, Vivianna Morfin of Sweet Cheeks,
Adriana Tieck, Juliana Ramirez and Julio Cesar Restrepo of of Silk & Soul.
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Yvette Bergeron of Shop Munki, Rob Gardner of Felina
and Paul Bergeron of Shop Munki.

Fatima Walsh of b.up with Ellen Stephens of
Heavenly Blue Fine Lingerie.

Jack Adams of Jack Adams and Elido Duke
Garza of Citizen Clothing.

Rosa Wang and Zhichang Yang of Hana Underwear.
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Shelley Beck of Fridays Image, Willy Mrasek of Felina, Heidi Daumier of Felina,
Hillary Beck of Fridays Image and Dianne Ziegenhagel of Fridays Image.

Micah Coatney and Jennifer Bednar
of Voodoo Vixen/Jaw Breaker.

Marissa Simms of Royal Bleau Boutique and
Rodrigo Cano of Euroskins/Julie France.

Sean Gregg of Underjeans, Jess Flynn of Amazon and Louise Lai of Underjeans.

Steve Chernoff of Rago Foundations with his model.

Terresa Zimmerman of Wood Underwear, Lyn Chin of Global
Purchasing and Nathan Lacey of Trunk & Drawer.

Sam and Karla Youmans of Belle Lacet with
Cynthia Adams of Parfait.

Jillian Pain of Living Royal.

Sarah Carter, Alexandra LeBlanc and Annette Smith of Montelle.

Wink Wells and Tia Lyn of Golyta with Carrie and Brandy
Ornelas of 4 Real Intimate Apparel.
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George Trelut of PSD
Underwear.

Craig Zwilling of Wilderness Dreams.

Marcia Shally of Parfait with Rebecca
Johnson of Bella Vous.

Barry Schneider of Mix, Dora O’Rorke of Rounderbum and
Merv Brody of Mix.
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Peter Picciano, Graciela Tapia, Jonathan Diersing, Dora O’Rorke of Rounderwear with Manfred Kraess
of Cool 4 Guys, Thomas Holm of Cool 4 Guys and Jamil Nacif of Rounderwear.

Okan Ustun and Oral Ustun
of Turquoise Textile.

Sammy Mann of Seldat Direct with
Joey Nakash of Main Street.

Theresa Antretter of Anita International with Sherry
Gummow of Busted Ladies Lingerie.

Lorin Scheel of Chantelle, Ellen Stephens of Heavenly Blue
Fine Lingerie and Suzanne Skaff of Chantelle.

Kathy Hawkins of Kingston Lounge, Jason Hoeung of 2eros/Supawear and Michael Kleinmann of the Underwear Expert.
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Lisa Flood of Side Kick Socks.

Jenni Theobald of Sister Missionary Mall with Rodrigo Cano of Julie France.

Bob Foster of Eveden with Helen
Serth of Bare Essentials.

Rey Yero and Danny Miami of Danny Miami.

Martin Nakatani of Understuff, Rob Gardner
of Felina and Hilary White of Understuff.

Cisco & Angelica Medina of Yocisco.

Hollis Kitchin of Bustin Out Boutique
with Octavio Quintana of Leonisa.
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Alexa Di Sarro of Sears Canada, Rob Gardner of Felina and
Kassandra Theodorakopoulos of Sears Canada

Rodrigo Cano of Euroskins/Julie France with Noreen
Ramdhan of Yves St Ainsley.

Jessica Bosch and Marc Berardi of Arvin Goods.

Branden Lark of
Yocisco.

Start Nellos of Saxx, Stacey Walser of Stone
Rose and Brad Flynn of Saxx.

Olga Lucia Oggioni and Don Cox
of Isaco International.

Dora O’Rorke of Rounderwear with
Marissa Gaulke of Touch of Modern.

Yvette Bergeron of Shop Munki, Steve Chernoff
of Rago and Paul Bergeron of Shop Munki.

Willy Mrasek of Felina, Lisa Lindquist of Freudian Slip, Lynn
Cintron of Freudian Slip and Rob Gardner of Felina.

Judith Diehl and Debra Caselli of Calla Lily Fine Lingerie
and Sarah Carter of Montelle.

Jorge Perez, Carolina Piedrahita and Juliana
Ramirez of Silk & Soul.
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Candy Tobin of Parfait, Christi Schreiber and
Arendijus of Colour Basis.

Noah Gelbart of Sequential Brands Group
and Howard Levy of Hyp.

Cheryln Rice of Wacoal, Susan McMahon of Donna Bella
Lingerie and Joseph Smith of Wacoal.

Dan Muccia of Allure with Russel Klein of Aubade.
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A Felina sales representative working with Donna Anderson and Rachelle Holmes of A Dressy Occasion.

Gloria Barrigan and Saxon Wolf of Night Owl Imports
with Connie Schmitt of DW Schmitt Global.

Hector Champeng and Jincheng Chen of Venson Inc. dba Shibuyala with Juan
Pablo Pastor and Mejia Maurico of Inversiones Fajitex SAS.

Charleen Kimball of La De Da, Ivana Nonnis of Maison
Lejaby and Connie Esposito of A Perfect Fine Lingerie.

Jeff Curry and Jack Curry of 2UNDR.
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Ebony Johnson and Jackie Kromm of Theadora with Sarah Carter and
Alexandra LeBlanc of Montelle.

Kim Furnari of Brooks Sports, Ramona Addison of Freestyle
Couture and Julianne Ruckman of Brooks Sports.

Jim Bailey, Sean Currie and Adam Chuntz of MyPakage.

Luis Fonseca, Juan Vargas, Ana Maria Vargas of Siluet
Shapewear with Sammy Mann of Seldat Direct.
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Sudipta-Sen Bodycare
Creations FZC.

Rachel Beck and Doug Macinnis
of Cupid Foundations.

Beth Liebling of Darling Way and Cyra
Contractor Junk Underjeans.

Eric Boisvert of Greg Homme with Steven Lien and Wesley
Bateman of Underu4men.

Carey Adams and Shaina Fast of
Bedhead Pajamas.

Janette Ghattas De Hasbun of Monte Carlo, Maritza
Ventura of Maritza, Alfrdo Hasbun of Monte Carlo and
Olga Oggioni of Isaco International.
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finance

calida, aubade ‘16 sales up

Worldwide sales at the two lingerie brands,
Calida and Aubade, rose slightly in 2016;
operating profit ticked up a bit for the former
and plummeted for the latter. Meanwhile,
combined sales for parent company Calida
Group dropped 8.8% in the U.S.
At the Calida lingerie division, worldwide
sales went up 1.9%, from 128.2 million
Swiss francs to 130.6 million Swiss francs
(about $131.5 million at current
currency conversion rates).
“After adjusting for currency
movements, the rise was 1.1%,”
according to the annual report.
“Despite the higher spending on
modernizing the brand, operating
profit contribution went up” from
35.6 million Swiss francs to 36.0
million Swiss francs (about $36.1
million), an increase of 1.2%.
At Aubade, “sales increased
from EUR 53.4 million to EUR
53.5 million [about $57.4 million]. Operating profit contribution was down 9.6% from EUR
14.4 million” to EUR 13.0 million (about $13.9 million).
For Swiss-based Calida Group
as a whole (which also includes
divisons that sell ski and mountain wear, outdoor furniture and
surf gear), net income fell to 14.8
million Swiss francs (about $14.8
million) on higher sales of 381.6
million Swiss francs (about
$382.7 million) in 2016, compared to net
income of 17.0 million Swiss francs on
sales of 368.5 million Swiss francs in 2015.
It was not a good year for the Calida
Group in the U.S. Combined sales dropped
597,000 Swiss francs, or 8.8%, to 6,182,000
Swiss francs (about $6.2 million) from
6,779,000 Swiss francs in 2015.
The group’s annual report described challenges to its Calida lingerie division: “The
appreciation of the Swiss franc, and especially the fact that its strength encourages
Swiss consumers to shop abroad, continues

to hamper the brand, which generates more
than 40% of its sales in its Swiss home
market. Despite this negative influence,
Calida achieved a very good result, especially in comparison with its competitors.
Measures to strengthen the brand among
key account customers in Switzerland and
to optimize the retail network of over 130
Calida stores are progressing well. Sales
through Calida’s own e-commerce platform, a strategic focus point, increased by
26.6% and reached 2.7% as a share of overall sales.”

under review, as well as in focusing the collection and in innovations to push international growth and increase the appeal of the
brand in foreign markets. The best example
of this is the very successful cooperation
with French designer Christian Lacroix, who
created an exclusive range of lingerie for
Aubade. The range proved successful all
over the world and made a very positive
contribution to the development of the brand.
The difficult operating environment mentioned above certainly affected France as a
direct victim of terror attacks. Unemployment
rates and the political situation also
led to insecurity in the French market. This had a direct impact on
Aubade, since two thirds of its sales
are in France. Expectations were not
met in the first half year, but the
brand then gained market share
thanks to the introduction of sales
promotion measures and a strong
fall/winter collection. The EUR 1.1
million decline in sales in the first
half of the year was made up for in
the second.” — NM

aerie hurting pink

“For Aubade,” the annual report continued, “2016 brought targeted changes in the
management of sales areas at key account
customers in France. One of these changes
entailed a switch to a consignment model
for its largest retail customers. This required
a stock buy-back and had a one-off negative
effect on sales and profitability in the first
half of the year; but thanks to skilled sales
area management, it led to higher sales and
earnings in Aubade’s own retail operation
right from the start. Aubade invested substantially in marketing during the year
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Jefferies, a prominent investment
banking firm, published a research
report in late March stating that the
Pink brand is “peaking” in the face
of strong competition from Aerie.
And it predicted this would have a
negative impact on the future share
price of Pink’s parent, L Brands.
Both Pink and Aerie compete for
the younger intimate apparel consumer. And Jefferies analyst Randal
Konik claimed Pink currently represents
40% of Victoria’s Secret’s sales (and was
75% of its profit growth since 2011). Lately
Pink’s sales have slowed. “Our data shows
Pink share loss is real,” he continued, noting, “We analyzed consumer search data,
focusing on 12 states where Aerie has a
meaningful presence. Aerie outperforms
Pink (or gap is very narrow) in those states,
indicative of Pink share loss.”
“With Aerie ramping stores and expanding categories, this should accelerate
through C’18 and beyond.”
B
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calendar
event & show dates 2017
2017
april 1-4

Stylemax Spring
Chicago, IL
The Merchandise mart
(312) 527-7750
stylemaxonline.com

april 2-4
Altitude Intimates
Las Vegas, Nev.
Planet Hollywood
Resort & Casino
(631) 446-4666
www.altitudeshow.com

april 2-5
Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

april 4-6
Vows
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA
(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

april 19-20
Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

april 23-25
FMNC Show
San Meteo, CA
(415) 328-1221

fashionmarketnorcal.com
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may 1-5

Intimate Apparel
Market Week

may. 2-4
Trendz West
Bradenton Area
Convention Center
One Haben Boulevard
Palmetto, FL
(305) 718-4320
trendzshow.com

may 4-7
Michigan International
Women's Show
(800) 849-0248
southernshows.com/wde

may. 7-9
Accessories the Show
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may 7-9
Moda
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may. 7-9
Fame
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may. 7-9
Accessories Circuit
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may. 7-9
Intermezzo Collection

Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

may 23-25
Licensing Expo
Mandalay Bay
Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nev.
(888) 644-2022
licensingexpo.com

june 11-13
Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

june 14-17

interfiliere.com

july tba
Capsule
New York, NY
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com

july 11-12
Swim Collective
Hyatt Regency
Huntington Beach
Resort, California
swimcollective.com

july 11-18
Gift Show
Atlanta Mart
Atlanta, GA

(404)-220-3000
americasmart.com

july 16-18
MRket
Javits Center
New York, NY
(212) 686-4412
www.ubmfashion.com

july 16-18
Project
Jacob Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

july 17-18
Active Collective
Hyatt Regency

Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons
Freeway, Dallas, Texas
(214) 744-7444
dallasmarketcenter.com

june 21-22
Old Dominion
Fashion Exhibitors
Virginia Beach Resort
& Conference Center
800-468-2722
odfe.org

june 25-27
FMNC Show
San Meteo, CA
(415) 328-1221

fashionmarketnorcal.com

july 8-10
Interfiliere Lyon
Eurexpo Lyon
Lyon, France
+33(0)1 47 56 32 32
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Huntington
Beach Resort, CA
activewearcollective.com

july 17-19
Texworld USA
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
770-984-8016 ext. 2401
TexworldUSA.com

july 17-19
Apparel Sourcing USA
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
770-984-8016 ext. 2401
apparelsourcingshow.com

july 19-20
Premiere Vision
Pier 94, New York, N.Y.
646-351-1942
premierevision.com

july 22-25
SwimShow
Convention Center
Miami Beach, Fla.
(305) 596-7889
swimshow.com

july 26-28
AABCP Breast Care
Summit & Expo
New Orleans, LA
(800) 892-1683
AABCP.org

july. 28-30
MMC Dessous
Paradies
Schkeuditz, Germany

mmc-dessousparadies.de

july 30- aug 2
ASD Show

Las Vegas
Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada
(800) 421-4511
asdonline.com

aug. 1-4

Intimate Apparel
Market Week

aug. 5-7

Wasche und Mehr
Dortmund, Germany
+49 221 99 22 390
waescheundmehr.de

aug. 6-8
CURVENY
Jacob K. Javits
Convention Center
New York, N.Y.
(212) 993-8585
curvexpo.com

aug. 6-8
LingeriePro
Antwerp, Belgium
lingeriepro.be

aug. 6-8
Accessorie Circuit
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 6-8
Moda
Javits Center
New York, NY

aug. 6-8
Fame
Javits Center
New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 6-8
Intermezzo Collection
Show Piers

New York, NY
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 6-8
Moda UK Lingerie
& Swimwear
NEC Birmingham,
London, UK
+44 (0) 844 588 8084
www.moda-uk.co.uk

aug 9-10
INDX Show
Cranmore Park
Exhibition Centre
Solihull, UK
0121 713 4453
indxshow.co.uk

aug. 9-12
Dallas Market Center
2100 Stemmons
Freeway, Dallas, Texas
(214) 744-7444
dallasmarketcenter.com

aug. 12-15
Off Price
Sands Expo &
Convention Center,
Las Vegas, NV
(262) 782-1600

aug. 14-16
Accessories the Show
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 14-16
Capsule
The Venetian Ballroom
Las Vegas, NV
(212) 206-8310
capsuleshow.com

aug. 14-16

Las Vegas, NV
(212) 993-8585
curvexpo.com

aug. 20-22
FMNC Show
San Meteo, CA
(415) 328-1221

aug. 14-16
MAGIC
Las Vegas
Convention Centers
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

fashionmarketnorcal.com

aug. tba
Coeur
Javits Center
New York, NY
(323) 851-7306
coeurshow.com

aug. 14-16
Project
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 22-24

Stylemax Spring
Chicago, IL
The Merchandise mart
(312) 527-7750
Stylemaxonline.com

aug. 14-16
Pool Show
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV

aug. 26-28
Trendz
Palm Beach County
Convention Center
Palm Beach, FL
(305) 718-4320

aug. 14-16
Stitch
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 14-16

trendzshow.com

aug. 27-29
Neac Show
Royal Plaza Trade
Center & Hotel
Mariboro, MA
(781) 326-9223
neacshow.com

The Tents
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 14-16
MRket
Mandalay Bay
Las Vegas, NV
www.ubmfashion.com

aug. 30- sept. 2
CPM Body & Beach
Expocentre Fairgrounds
Moscow, Russia
kasch@igedo.com
www.cpm-moscow.com

aug. 15-18
WWIN
The Rio Hotel
Las Vegas, Nev.
(702)-682-3475
wwinshow.com

sept. 3-4

CURVENV
Mandalay Bay

London Edge
Business Design Centre
Upper Street, London
+44 (0) 116 289 8249
londonedge.com

Not responsible for errors. Please check dates with shows before making plans. Got an intimate apparel industry event, and want to let people know? Send us the information for consideration in an upcoming calendar.
Please include a contact phone number, email and web address, if available. Send all submissions ATTN: BODY Calendar, 2826 Stillwell Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11224. Or, email Ted Vayos at Ted@bodymagazine.us.
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retail profile: theadora boutique
Q&A with Jackie Kromm, president

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your ladies’s
intimate apparel retail
business.
Jackie Kromm, Theadora
Boutique: When I moved
to California 5 years ago I
had high hopes of opening a boutique like the
one I owned while living
in Penticton, BC Canada
which concentrated on
bras and hard to fit sizing.
Prior to my first store in
Penticton I worked in
real-estate which left me
at a bit of a disadvantage
when it came to the bra
business. However in doing my research and being
a woman and a consumer
of intimates I knew what
some of the needs not being met in my new community were so I got to
work in filling that huge
void with a boutique I
started from scratch. It
was all about bra’s and in
particular size range. My
boutique in Penticton
was a huge success and
it helped to define what
my mission statement as
an entrepreneur would
be and still is today with
regards to my new store
called Theadora Boutique.
It’s all about product
knowledge, a genuine desire to help others which
in turn ultimately creates
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long lasting relationships
with our loyal customers.
Theadora Boutique is
nestled in amongst some
of the best retail shopping in Stockton, CA.
What drew me to Lincoln
Center 4 years ago and in
particular the retail space
available was its casual
warmth and understated
trendy vibe. Indeed location is more than half the
battle but windows speak
volumes and Theadora
Boutique has the best in
Stockton. A picture is
worth a thousand words
(and dollars) and speaks
more languages then you
know so make the visual
count. I think what I love
best about the Theadora
Boutique besides our
customer service is how
those 5 windows entice
and encourage people
to come in to see more.
Once they are inside and
see what Theadora’s has
to offer they tend to become loyal customers and
friends of our big and ever
growing family. Purchasing Theadora boutique
and living in yet another
city that had very little
to offer in the way of intimate apparel and specialized fittings was not
foreign territory to me.
Only thing was that the
store I purchased had lots
of clothing but no bras!
Intimidating was as an
understatement because
retail clothing scares
me! So much to choose
from and I having no
knowledge of the industry made me nervous to
say the least. However, I
knew my niche market
and what I had a passion
for so I got to work on
formulating a plan that
included intimate apparel
within the boutique. The
merging of clothing and
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intimate foundations regardless of the initial fear
has turned out to be a
beautiful union and lots of
fun. Most women understand the value in wearing
the right undergarments,
especially when wanting
to maximize the potential of that blouse or that
sexy dress. However as a
mom, wife and business
owner I know full well the
time I DO NOT take for
myself and I know I am
not alone in the struggle.
Ted: What makes your
store special?
Jackie: At Theadora Boutique we truly try to encourage our customers to
take the time to explore
who they have the power
to be when wearing undergarments that allow

Key Brands
Anita International
Coobie
Elomi
Fit Fully Yours
Marlies Dekker
Montelle
Nu Bra
PrimaDonna
Trulife
them to live without discomfort and dare I say
make them feel pretty or
sexy. At times it’s as simple as just changing out
your bra and more specifically moving one band
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size down and a cup size
up for a woman to recognize the uplifting difference. Other times its life
changing and there are
tears of joy when a young
girl goes from wearing
2 sports bra’s to school
to wearing one awesome
life changing one. Some
might say it’s just a bra but
my staff and I have seen
what a bra can do for a
woman’s confidence and it
is no joke. Yes lots of giggles and omg’s in the process but when all is said
and done the best part is
knowing that we helped
to make one of life’s struggles less of a challenge.
Accommodating so many
different customer’s needs
and wants in one 1500 sq
ft space is not easy as most
retail owners will tell you.
I always joke when I go to
market that I get physically nauseous over the task
at hand, not only because
of the financial aspect but
also because of the fear of
not fulfilling the needs of
my customers.
Ted: What do you look for
in a brand?
Jackie: With so many
products to choose from
it’s a challenge to find the
space to house merchandise as well as understanding what items truly spell
success for our customers.
In light of this challenge I
have found that a winning
combination is the relationships I have with my
reps and the products that
they truly believe in. The
ability to sell the product
is very important but if
you don’t have the knowledge or the right products
to sell then it will always
be an uphill battle. With
bra’s from Anita International, FFY, Marlies
Dekker, Montelle , Elomi,
Prima Donna to name a
few I have come to understand that the beauty
is in the product and as a
result it will shine through
on anyone who wears

it. A perfect example of
this was when I was trying
to decide what bra lines
to introduce into Theadora’s the first year I purchased it. I knew that if
I announced that my
clothing boutique under
new ownership was now
also specializing in bra fittings that I had to back up
my claim. This meant I
needed to take extra care
in understanding what
bra lines were the best at
what they did in functionality, price and size
range. Naturally I started
with my best sellers like
bras from Fit Fully Yours
and Prima Donna which
I carried in my previous
store but I also understood that I needed some
kind of wow factor due to
the shopping center I was
located in. I also knew
that due to the fun, flirty
and trendy clothes I carried, my clientele would
not only be interested in
purchasing the great everyday bras I carried but
she would also be searching for something more.
Two words were brought
to my attention by a rep
I worked with …..Marlies Dekker. Without a
doubt the bra’s from her
collections are not only
off the hook beautiful but
they have totally given a
whole new meaning to
the world of bras and
how women look at them.
They have become an exciting new accessory to a
woman’s wardrobe. Who
thought that you could get
sexy, everyday wear and
comfortable in one bra?
It’s a winning combination and has our clients
looking at bras in a whole
new light which is very
exciting and not to mention pairs beautifully back
to the tops we sell. Theadora Boutiques customer
demographic ranges from
16 to 90...actually 93 to
be exact and she has got
it going on! Bringing
in particular bras from
the Marlies Dekker col-
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lection has been a game
changer and women from
every one of the above
demographics is wearing
at least one from our collection! There have been a
lot of copy cats but honestly there is nothing like
the original inventor or
the strappy bra. It speaks
volumes and speaks for
itself with every woman
who wears it and Marlies
Dekker has cornered the
market and set the bar.

commodate the various
bra needs a top or dress
requires.
Because at
Theadora Boutique we
carry both clothing and
intimates the demand
for the latest and greatest bras to suite a top or
dress is always a huge factor. In light of this I am
always trying to find solutions to problems posed
by trending designs of the
clothing I carry. Not always easy but there are
bra companies out there
Ted: Describe the popular that are always one step
styles or trends in your store. ahead of the curve. Now
that spring/summer is
Jackie: From the time I quickly approaching bras
entered the “bra business” that accommodate tops
some 13 years ago to now and dresses that are backthe industry has changed less, strapless and low in
dramatically. I think it is the arm hole are in huge
an exciting time for both demand. What makes
retailers and manufac- it even more challenging
turers. Trends in cloth- is the fact that the coning change so fast which sumer is no longer willing
makes it hard to keep up to sacrifice or go without
when attempting to ac- the top or dress they so
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in lasting success. The
struggle is real but there is
no room for not giving it
your best shot in problem
solving.
Ted: Do you sell mastectomy bras?

desire because of how far
the bra industry has come
in finding solutions to
the toughest of issues. In
essence we have conditioned the consumer to
expect greatness and total access when it comes
to solving any and all issues they encounter with
the top or dress of their
dreams. Bralette’s and
sticky cups are trending in
a big way this season and
mostly all year round here
in Cali. Nu Bra as well as
Coobie bra’s are two of our
top sellers all year round
because of their comfort
but more specifically they
fill a huge demand during peak summer months
because of their versatility
and their ability to solve
problems some tops pose.
I also trust our Montelle
and FFY strapless because of their comfort and
size range. Strapless are
not easy and most women
hate the thought of even
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shopping for one come
summer but we have had
much success with these
two lines when it comes to
their strapless bra collection. You learn as you go
and I have gone through
some bra trends that did
not work because their
attempt at solving a problem as it relates to tops
did not work U bra being
one of them. From the
awkwardness of the fit to
the size range I think they
have room for improvement. Great concept but
still needs work. I think
you can’t fault a company
or a retail store owner for
trying is all I will say. It
is hard to find a solution
to every problem but the
goal is to come as close as
you possibly can in doing
so. Through researching
new products and exploring the different features a
bra can bring to the table
to suit a customers particular needs is paramount
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Jackie: I have recently
started to carry Mastectomy products which as
anyone in the business
of helping breast cancer
patients will tell you is an
emotional, gratifying and
truly profound experience.
I think one of the special
attributes that Theaodora
possesses is its comforting and inviting environment. Most breast cancer patients we have had
the honor of taking care
of typically mention that
at first glance Theadora’s
doesn’t look like a place
that sells breast forms and
compression
garments
because it’s to pretty a
store.
Comments like
those make me feel like
we are doing our job well
when it comes to putting
a woman’s mind at ease
in light of a very stressful
situation. The products I
carry are from Anita International and Trulife.
Both companies and the
products they carry are of
the best quality. You can
tell a lot about a company
by the products they carry
and how long they have
been in business. The
quality as well as years
of developing new and
improved products that
help serve patients better
is what these 2 companies
are about. When it comes
to something as intimate
and life altering as breast
cancer the confidence I
need to have in the items
I sell is paramount and
both Anita international
and Trulife always deliver.
The reps are spot on and
are always there to answer any questions I have
with regards to a patient’s
needs. Though this department is not as big as

other components of my
store I have to say that it
brings me the most gratification. Playing a role in
the healing process is very
special and I feel truly
blessed that in a small way
I am making a woman feel
somewhat whole again. I
have to say that it never
ceases to amaze me how
courageous breast cancer
survivors are. As well as
the family that surrounds
them. To be witness to
that kind of strength is
pretty special and for
that I am very thankful.
Whether it be helping
a client with something
as devastating as cancer
or as simple as purchasing a Coobie bra I love
what Theadora Boutique
represents. I am blessed
to have met many women from all walks of life
through my business and
one thing is clear, we are
all not so different from
one another and we have
more in common then
one would think. We all
want to feel like we are
not alone in whatever
struggle life presents and
that a commonality exists.
I think that our clients
whom we refer to affectionately as our “Theadora
lovelies” know that when
they enter our boutique
there is a sense of belonging whether you only have
5 minutes to browse of an
hour to shop. Though
I am not a feminist politically speaking I believe
women possess a strength
that knows no boundaries
and as a collective group
we have the power to
support and identify with
one another struggles but
more importantly uplift
one another (no pun intended) and there in lye’s
my true passion. We all
have the potential to be
beautiful from the inside
out. The idea of playing
a part in some small way
in helping women achieve
that is how I would define
success.
B
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shapewear

• (718) 728-8436 • info@ragoshapewear.com

tc shapewear BY cupid •
(404) 625-5215 • ecrawford@cshape.com

euroskins •
(800) 222-0026 • VP@EUROSKINS.COM

retail profile: skivvies
Q&A with Dave Richardson & Todd Seaton, Co-Owners

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your mens
retail store.
Dave Richardson and
Todd Seaton, Skivvies:
Skivvies opened in the
Oaklawn Entertainment
District in 2001.
The
Oaklawn Entertainment
District has a late night
vibe that starts early
morning to late evening
with many restaurants
and bars with the street
always vibrant. That is
why we opened Skivvies
in this area. At one point
we had 3 stores in the
area. All 3 are still there.
We sold two of them
about 9 years ago. One of
the other stores we owned
in the area before Skivvies
called Outlines sold mid
range clothing but we always noticed how much
underwear and swim we
sold and decided to start
Skivvies. Skivvies started out as a much smaller
store but grew to it’s current size over the years.
My husband and I did
have a internet platform
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for many years but over
those years many discount
underwear
companies
came on board and we decided to go back to what
we knew best, brick and
mortar. We still do have
a presence on Amazon
and it is growing. When
we decided to go into the
men’s underwear field, it
was in 2001. At that time
there were only a handful
of designers, Calvin Klein,
2(x)ist, Hanes, Fruit of the
Loom etc. in the market.
They only offered briefs
and trunks in white, black,
grey and sometimes navy
or maroon. Because Skivvies is selling such big volume, one by one, the designers of some of those
companies came to us to
see what they could do to
make our business better.
We suggested that they
start putting a lot more
color into their lines, using
color blocking and contrasting trim. Also suggesting that they look at
using some of the fabrics
typically associated with
women’s undergarments,
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such as nylon and acrylics. Plus we suggested
that they use selected
masculine prints. They
came back with some
exciting designs that we
premiered in our store
for several of the lines,
and it became a huge
success. Then came a
lot of individual designers producing their
own designs competitively, and the market
bloomed into the huge
industry it is today. And
as the market developed
further, the designers began to create sexier, more
revealing styles. Skivvies
Dallas store is over 5500
square feet, with well
over 60 lines of underwear. And as Texans like
to brag, we were the ones
who created the craze for
men’s “fashion” underwear.
We quickly learned that
our customer had become
collectors and often hear
that they have drawers
full of different pairs and
styles. Skivvies is now the
world’s first and largest
men’s fashion underwear
store. We have, on more
than one occasion, had
designers come to us to
tell us that they planned
to enter the market with
their own patterns and
styles, asking our opinion
about their creations and
if we thought they would
work for our customer
base. We’ve seen many
other stores like us pop up
all over the country with
our concept. My husband
and I don’t view these

Key Brands
2(x)ist
Armani
Diesel
ROunderbum
Sauvage
Tulio
Papi
Clever
Pump
Jack Adams
Gigo
Jor
Nene
Pistol Pete
Saxx
MyPackage

stores as competition, but
as a huge compliment to
our ideas. I’m also proud
to say that travelers come
from all over the world to
Dallas and visit our store.
They often tell us that
they’ve heard about us
and wanted to stop in to
see the store. So as long
as the designers continue
to design new and exciting products, we will continue to grow the market
and enjoy everyday, the
rewards.
Ted: What makes your
store special?
Dave and Todd: What
makes our store special is
that we specialize in men’s
underwear with a few
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other things thrown in the
mix.
Ted: What do you look for
in a brand?
Dave and Todd: It just has
to catch our eye.
Ted: List some of the
brands that are important
to your store.
Dave and Todd: Brands
we carry include 2(x)ist,
Armani, Diesel, ROunderbum, Sauvage, Tulio,
Papi, Clever, Pump, Jack
Adams, Gigo, Jor, Nene,
Pistol Pete, Saxx, MyPakage and many more. 2(x)
ist was one of the first
brands we had in our first
store. It still continues to
be one of our top producing brands.
Ted: Have you brought
any new products or
brands into your store recently?
Dave and Todd: We have
many underwear brands
trying to get us to bring
their product in all the
time. Pump is the fastest growing line we have
brought in lately.

Ted: Do you carry other
products besides those
listed?
Dave and Todd: Yes.
We are almost the only
store in Dallas that
carries swimwear yearround. The guys working at the big box stores
often refer customers to
us, who come in looking
to buy swimwear in the
winter time to take with
them on a cruise. We
also carry a lot of athletic wear and gear, casual
wear, jeans, T-shirts, button down shirts, shoes and
accessories.
Ted: Where do you like to
shop for your merchandise?
Dave and Todd: Websites
and MAGIC in Vegas.
Ted: Have any brands
have disappointed you as
a retailer?
Dave and Todd: We always try new brands and
if they don’t perform we
cease to carry them.
Ted: Describe the popu-

lar styles or trends in your
store.
Dave and Todd: The jock
brief still seems to be a
hottest item in my store.
Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.
Dave and Todd: We have
underwear from size 28 to
42. Price points $12.00
to $48.00.
Ted: What is your typical
or average customer size?
Dave and Todd: 32 to 36
fit most of our customers.
Ted: What does your average customer spend per
visit to your store?
Dave and Todd: The average customer spends
$60.00 per visit.
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Dave and Todd: Mostly
Male but we are getting
more and more female
coming in buying for
their spouse. Skivvies
is located in the gay
neighborhood in Dallas
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and though our customer
base consists mostly of
gay guys, work has spread
to the straight community
and we ever-increasing
customers from that segment in society. It always
makes us proud when
some of the famous athletes come into our store
with their wives or girlfriends to buy some fancy
underwear.
Ted: What has impacted
your business the most
over the past year?
Dave and Todd: The internet has impacted my
business more than anything else but in my store
we always try and give the
best customer service. I
think this is why we are
still around.
Ted: What have you done
to draw attention to your
business?
Dave and Todd: We bring
in new brands and styles
almost weekly and advertise as much as possible.
We also have a monthly
wine walk with all the
other businesses on the
street.
B
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fmmg advising
Are You Looking for an INVESTOR
or BUYER for Your Apparel Firm?
Our Clients Are Currently Seeking:

Established Intimate Apparel Wholesaler
·AnAnIntimates
With B2C Internet Customers
· A Kids SockFirm
Sleepwear Firm With Licenses
·A Men’s Sleep,orLounge
or Underwear Company
· Patented Bra or Apparel
·A Men’s Internet UnderwearInventions
Retailer
· Any Other Interesting Opportunities
·

Contact Nick Monjo in confidence.
718-676-4444 · Nick@fmmg.com / Nick.Monjo@gmail.com

valens lingerie • ivette bridal •

(888) 982-8949 • valens_cg@verizon.net

bridal

retail profile: voluptuous secrets
Q&A with Theresa Gadzik, owner
and few styles go
up to a 58 band.
For the bridal
customers, I carry
all sizes to make
sure everyone is
comfortable during their wonderful event. Serving
women for over
a decade, I have
become known as
one of the best accurate bra fitters
in Milwaukee.

Ted Vayos, BODY: Please
tell us about your intimate
apparel specialty store.
Theresa Gadzik, Voluptuous
Secrets: I was deeply frustrated with the lack of options for plus-sized women
and when I spoke to other
women they too experienced the same. So I decided to take action and on
December 17, 2002 Voluptuous Secrets opened on
1740 N Dr. Martin Luther
King Dr. Voluptuous Secrets is an upscale lingerie
boutique located on Historic King Drive in Milwaukee,
WI. I selected this location
because it was the gateway
to downtown Milwaukee,
and I saw the potential of
revitalization in the area.
Located less than 5 minutes
away from Milwaukee’s
downtown and now there is
major development taking
place just down the street.
The other business owners
and myself on King Drive
insist on maintaining a high
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level of standards, because
of the beautiful, vibrant, and
diverse location. Voluptuous
Secrets has a wide variety
of products which includes;
lingerie, full figured bras,
garter belts, body shapers,
pajamas and swim suits.
There are an array of sizes
from 34 DDD (F) to N cup
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Ted: What makes
your store special?
Theresa: Because of the
difficulties most plus-size
women have to experience,
accurate bra fittings became
the main focus for Voluptuous Secrets. There are an
unbelievable amount of
plus-sized women wearing
the wrong size bra. Volup-

Key Brands
Goddess
Elomi
Glamorise
VX Intimates
Shirley of
Hollywood
Fantasy
Bodywrap

tuous Secrets specializes in
fitting woman accurately,
our services also includes
fitting brides of all sizes.
Some brides come back to
visit us after their wedding
to let us know how comfortable we made them feel
so they could actually enjoy their special day. Good
customer service and paying attention to each of our
customers individual needs
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are what makes this store
special, and customers leave
thanking us for a wonderful
experience. Customers also
say the experience they had
at Voluptuous Secrets made
bra shopping fun.
Ted: List some of the brands
that are important to your
store.
Theresa: We carry Goddess, Elomi, Glamorise, VX
Intimates, Shirley of Hollywood, Fantasy, Bodywrap
and many other companies.
Ted: What are your most
popular brands?
Theresa: The most popular
brand sold at Voluptuous
Secrets is the Goddess Bra.
The Goddess bras are supportive, for the larger cup
and they come in a variety of styles and colors for
your choosing. The Elomi
style bras, also a great
product made by Goddess,
has great support and sexy
styles such as satin, sheer
and lace plunging bras, with
styles that go up to “N” cup.
We also sell maternity bras,
and in the future we plan to
add mastectomy bras to our
inventory. Moving forward
we plan to provide other
products such as bath oils,
or body fragrances to accentuate the ladies, so that
they smell as good as they
look.
Ted: Describe your price
points and size ranges.
Theresa: Our bra prices range from $50.00 to
$90.00. The prices fluctuate
on specific styles, fashion
colors and printed fabric.
Ted: What is your typical or

average customer size?
Theresa: The typical size of
our customers are between
40 – 46 band. The typical
cup size are a J through N
Cup. I have seen a change
since 2015 the younger demographic of women are
wearing larger cup sizes.
There was a time where I
did not see so many younger
ladies who wore a larger cup.
Ted: What does your average customer spend per visit
to your store?
Theresa: The average customer spends $50.00 to
$100.00 on a visit. Most of
my customers come back
and purchase more because
they like the comparability
in the bra that was previously purchased.
Ted: Describe your customer base.
Theresa: Through out our 14
years in business, we have
served a very large diverse
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clientele. Our boutique is
a shop for women, and apparently the men who love
them. In fact my first customer was a man, he was actually shopping for items for
his wife. Our clientele consist of young, old, men and
women. In other words anyone who is or knows someone who is full figured loves
patronizing our boutique.
Ted: What has impacted
your business the most over
the past year?
Theresa: I am featured in
bridal magazines and despite the full figure clientele,
we also serve brides of all
sizes, with cups that ranges
from B to L cup. We have
had women as far as Nigeria, patronize our boutique
annually to purchase bras,
every year when they return they bring a friend or
a relative, who becomes our
customers. My business has
grown a lot through word
of mouth. We our own special technique when sizing

our customers. When trying on our bras our customers immediately notice
improvement in their back
and shoulder posture, that
relieve the discomfort that
they were experiencing. One
customer left saying “It feels
so good to be lifted” and
that became our slogan for
Voluptuous Secrets t-shirts.
Ted: What have you done to
draw attention to your new
business?
Theresa: Lately we have
been doing more promotion on social media. With
everything based on technology such as websites,
facebook and Instagram,
the 14 years we have been
in business we have seen it
evolve, and we work diligently for our business to
keep up with the evolution.
Women should feel beautiful no matter what size they
are. At Voluptuous Secrets
we make sure women feel
comfortable and experience
feeling sexy as they are.
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marie jo

• (800) 838-4901 • inge.vanhecke@sales.vandevelde.eu

fit fully yours

lingerie

· (888) 544-6190 X 226 · paul@ffygarment.com

parfait

· (562) 213-0604 · sales@affinitas.com

oh la la cheri · (866) 548-2929 x 302/304
• sarah@ohlalacheri.com

paramour
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felina

• (412) 841-7216 RobG@felinausa.com

exquisite form • (514) -858-9254 X 224 • SBRONK@BLINTIMATES.COM

undie couture • (704) 439-1299 • INFO@TOTALSTOCKROOM.COM

impudique · charlotte catanzaro ·
commercial@impudiquedecatanzaro.com

·
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escanté

· (800) 888-1321 • escante@escante.net - style #26480

evae evae

• (808) 419-8715 • eva.hawaiifashion@gmail.com

royce lingerie
• (847) 624-0879 • larry@roycelingerie.com

wilderness dreams

· (320) 762-2816 · maryg@wildernessdreams.com
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mastectomy
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